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Baby monitors market analysis indicates growth will be driven by the innovation in technology and portfolio extension
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Holding approx. Moreover, Motorola Solutions, Inc. Additionally, increasing number of working mothers is
also a major factor which is hiking the demand for baby monitoring devices in the region. The segment is
anticipated to witness the highest CAGR of 9. Increasing Expense on Baby to Boost Global Baby Monitors
Market The growing number of working parents and nuclear family likely to increase number of daycare
organization and professional caretaker around the globe. What are sales, revenue, and price analysis by types
and applicationsof Baby Monitormarket? What are sales, revenue, and price analysis of top manufacturers of
Baby Monitor market? What are themarket opportunities, market risk and market overviewof the Baby
Monitormarket? Also, growing trend for online shopping, increasing expenditure on baby products are some
of the parameters encouraging growth of this market. On account of the technological advancements, wireless
baby monitors will dominate the global market throughout the forecast period. Moreover, advancement in
technology are another factor majorly contributing toward growth of the baby monitors market. However, the
increase in demand for the web-based camera will decrease the demand for baby monitor market and could
lead to a declining price trend of the product. Asia- Pacific will continue to dominate in the forecasted period
due to the adoption of technology among working class people. Apart from the mentioned information,growth
rateof Baby Monitor market in is also explained. The decline in birth rate due to the sedentary lifestyle and
baby health safety concerns associated with these products are amongst major challenges for the baby
monitors players. Wireless baby monitors are easy to be installed and makes it easy for the parents to do
household errands while simultaneously looking after the baby, even if they are away from the infant location.
The cost related advantage of audio next generation baby monitors will lead to a steady demand from
cost-sensitive buyers across the developing regions over the forecast period. On the other hand wired baby
monitors are expected to witness a negative CAGR during the forecast period, owing to its complicated
installation and limited range. North America region has dominated the market growth followed by Europe
owing to the adoption of innovative technology like a baby crying translation application, temperate
monitoring devices and GPS laden stroller. Additionally, the safety concern for children related to baby
monitoring are posing major challenges to the market participants. However, Asia-Pacific is subjected to
witness the fastest growth in terms of baby monitoring market, having the highest CAGR of 9. However,
increasing awareness about the baby monitoring products and rising baby concern are one of the important
factors driving growth of this market in near future. Key Topics Covered. On geographical point of view, Asia
Pacific and Rest of the World RoW owing to emerging opportunity and growth in the region. These new video
monitors feature motion alerts and free live remote access via smartphone and tablet app. We are among the
leading report resellers in the business world committed towards optimizing your business. Some other major
companies of the market are Summer Infant, Inc. Wireless baby monitors are experiencing an extreme
demand, especially in the developed and developing economies. Rising number of working parents is a major
factor which is driving the market growth. Rising population of tech-savvy millennial parents along with an
increase in preterm births and fetal deaths coupled with growing popularity of consumer health, is propelling
the growth in global market for next generation baby monitors. This is a result of emerging economies such as
China, India, Japan and Singapore coupled with increasing disposable income in the region. De Ag, Summer
infant inc. This likely to spur the demand for technical advanced baby monitors market in coming years.
Increasing demand for the baby monitors in the country like Japan, China, and India due to rising disposable
income of population is another important factor propelling growth of this market in coming years.


